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Abstract

The anammox process, as an alternative to conventional nitrogen removal technologies,

has abstracted much attention in recent years. In this study, two column-type reactors

using different support materials—net type acrylic flber (Biofix) and polyester

nonwoven—were used for anammox treatment. The nonwoven reactor was operated at

35°C and the Biofix reactor at 25°C (peak summer temperature, 31.5*0). Over 330 days of

operation, the nitrogen loading rates of the Bioflx and nonwoven reactors were increased

to 3.6 kg-N/nrVd and 4.0 kg-N/nvVd and T-N removal efficiencies reached to 81.3% and

86.3%, respectively. A protein substance was shown to be the most abundant extracellular

polymeric substances (EPS) in the anammox sludge with almost three times more in the

granular sludge of the Biofix reactor than in the granular sludge of the nonwoven reactor.

Considering the EPS levels and observation by scanning electron microscopy, the anammox

granules in the Biofix reactor were denser than that in the nonwoven reactor. Results of

DNA analyses indicated that the KSU-1 strain might prefer relatively low nutrient levels,

while the KU2 strain might be better suited for the high media concentration. Other kinds

of bacteria were also identified with the potentials for consuming the dissolved oxygen in

the influent and facilitating anammox bacteria surviving under aerobic conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

Anammox, as a potentially useful

autotrophic biological processes, was dis

covered about 14 years ago1'2'. In thia process,

nitrite serves as an electron acceptor,

combining with ammonium to produce

dinitrogen gas, the only environmentally

friendly form of nitrogen. The species

responsible for this nitrogen conversion has

been identified as a deeply branching

planctomycete with a doubling time of 11

days3'. The stoichiometry of the anammox

reaction was determined by Strous et al.A) to

be:

1.02N2+0.26N03-+0.066CHHOo.5No.iB+

2.03H2O (1)

Biofilm reactors have been applied for

anammox research, such as fixed bed,

fluidized bed and gas lift reactors56781. In

order to improve the retention of anammox

biomass, the SBR reactor has also been

applied for anammox sludge cultivation;
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however, mechanical stirring could not

adequately provide solid-gas separation and

the sludge floating became a serious problem,

which resulted in deterioration of effluent

quality68 9). In our laboratory, a nonwoven

biomass carrier was successfully used for

cultivation of the slowly growing anammox

microorganisms10'. Trigo et al. used a

membrane sequencing batch reactor for

anammox research and demonstrated that

this kind of membrane reactor could be

suitable for nitrogen removal"1.

Although these kinds of biofilm systems

could obtain good performances during

anammox laboratory studies, it was inevitable

that valuable biomass would washout from

the reactors. In this study, two up-flow

column-type reactors, one with the nonwoven

carrier and the other with the Biofix carrier,

were applied for anammox research at the

operational temperature of 35t and 25t (in

summer season the temperature of Biofix

reactor was over 25^), respectively. The

nonwoven material used here has dem

onstrated effectiveness in retention of biomass

in unit processes designed for nitrification,

nitrophenol degradation, and anammoxL0L213).

Although the Biofix material is applied here

for the first time in an anammox study, it

has shown to have potential for single-stage

nitrogen removal by combining anammox and

partial nitrification (SNAP) process141. The

anammox treatment performances of two

systems were compared under various

operational and temperature conditions.

Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of

anammox biomass were also utilized for

characterization of the microorganisms. In

addition, 16S rDNA analyses were applied

for determining the species of the micro

organism in the reactors.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biofix experiment set-up An up-flow

column type reactor was used for the

anammox study including Biofix as the

support material as shown in Fig. 1. The

reactor had a square (15-cm by 15-cm) cross

section and height (to effluent port) of 102

cm. The reaction zone, including influent

distribution and biomass retention sections,

was 18.8 /. The Biofix biomass carrier was

made of acrylic resin with a specific surface

area of 113.8 m2/ma. Five bundles of the

Biofix material were inserted in the reactor

for a volume of 4.24 I (22.6% pack, 25.5 m2/

m3-reactor). The system was usually operated

at 25"C, controlled thermostatically in a

water bath, and the thermostat heater was

not used in summer season due to the room

temperature being continuously in excess of

25t (peak 31.513). In addition, dark

conditions were maintained with a black-

Water jackiM

pump

From water

hath Biofix reactor

(a) Biofix reactor

[nfluent ttmk

Influent—•,

(b) nonwoven reactor

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of Biofix and nonwoven reactors
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vinyl sheet enclosure.

Nonwoven experiment set-up The

anammox reactor utilizing the nonwoven

material was made by acrylic resin. The

reactor had an inner diameter of 24.0 cm and

height (to effluent port) of 112 cm. The liquid

volume was 50.7 I and the reaction zone was

54.3 I. The reactor was capped and fitted

with an effluent trap. The nonwoven carrier

was a porous polyester material (100x2 cm

strips, 1.0 cm thickness) coated with a

pyridinium type polymer (US patent, 5185415;

Japan Vilene Co., Ltd.) designed to enhance

retention of microorganisms. In the reaction

zone, there were 36 vertically suspended

nonwoven strips for a total-one sided sheet

area of 0.72 m2 (14.2 m2/m3-reactor). The

reactor was operated at 35°C, thermostatically

controlled by water jacket. In addition, dark

conditions were maintained with a black-

vinyl sheet enclosures.

Inocula The Biofix reactor was inoc-

(a) Biofix

ulated from another laboratory scale fix-bed

anammox reactor operated at the Kumamoto

University12'. The initial MLVSS concentration

for the Biofix reactor was 1,706 mg/l. The

nonwoven reactor was also inoculated from

the same anammox reactor with an initial

MLVSS concentration of 1,034 mg/Z.

Operational conditions of reactors For

the two reactors, both increment of influent

ammonium and nitrite concentrations and

decrease in hydraulic retention time (HRT)

were alternatively applied for increasing the

nitrogen loading rate (NLR). Increase in NLR

was performed after the limiting substrate

nitrite removal efficiency of 80% or greater

was obtained.

Feeding media Both reactors were fed

with synthetic media, with (NH^SC^ and

NaNC>2 serving as influent ammonium and

nitrite, respectively. KHCO3, KH2PO4, FeSO4 •

7H2O and EDTA-2Na were also added as

shown in Table 1.

Analytical methods NO3-N was meas

ured by quantified by using the UV spectro-

photometric screening method and NO2-N by

the colorimetric method16'. NH4~N was quan

tified by the method described by Kanda

using involving the use of o-phenylphenol as

a substitute for liquid phenol16'. DO was

measured using a DO meter (HORIBA, pH/

DO meter D-55).

For EPS measuring, proteins were

measured using the method of Lowry et al.17)

and carbohydrates by the method of Dubois

et al.1B). Nucleic acids (combined RNA and

DNA) were estimated by the UV absorption

method191 using the following equation:

Nucleic acids (g/Z)

= 30.98 A/(10 000'(0.09) b) (2)

Table 1 Composition of synthetic medium

Concentration (mg/Q

(b) Nonwoven

Fig. 2 Photos of Biofix and nonwoven materials

Compound

(NH,)2SO,

NaNO*

KHCO3

KH2PO,

FeSCv7H2O

EDTA-2Na

Biofix reactor

50-300

50-300

125

54

9

5

Nonwoven reactor

30-330

30-330

125

54

9

5
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where, 30.98 is the gram molecular weight

of phosphorous, A is the absorbance of the

sample solution at 260 nm, 10,000 is the

constant of proportionality {absorbtivity) of

phosphorous in nucleic-acid form (average of

the RNA and DNA components), 0.09 is the

weight fraction of phosphorous in nucleic

acids and b is the absorbance light path (1.0

cm in this study).

For SEM, samples were first washed in a

0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.4) for

5 min each time. Then samples were hardened

for 90 min in a 2.5% glutaraldehyde solution

prepared with the buffer solution. Next,

samples were washed in the buffer solution

three times for 10 min and then fixed for 90

min in a 1.0% OsO4 solution prepared with

the buffer solution. After washing samples

three times for 10 min each in the buffer

solution, they were dewatered for 10 min

each in serially graded solutions of ethanol

at concentrations of 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, and

95%. SEM observations were conducted using

a scanning electron microscope (JEOL, JSM-

531OLV).

The abundance of bacteria in the community

of the sludge used was estimated from the

image of denaturing gradient gel

electrophoresis (DGGE). Metagenomic DNA

was extracted from the sludge using ISOIL

kit (Nippon gene Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

Partial 16S rRNA genes in the metagenome

were amplified by PCR with a primer set,

357F with a GC-clamp and 534Rao>. The

amplified fragments were resolved by DGGE

for 16 hr at 100V at 60t; using DCode

system (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA,

USA). An 8% acrylamide gel with a 30-to-65%

denaturing gradient was used, where 100%

denaturant was defined as 7 M urea and

40% formamide. The gel was atained with

SYBR-Gold solution (Invitrogen Corp.,

Carlsbad, CA, USA), and visualized as a

16-bit gray-scale image using FLA-2000

system (Fuji Photo Film Co., Ltd., Tokyo,

Japan). The intensities of all bands were

quantified using a software, Image Gauge

v3.4, included in the system. KSU-1

population content was calculated from the

corresponding band intensity and the sum of

all band intensities201.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Biofix reactor Operation was continued

about 330 days without interruption. The

NLRs were increased from 0.05 to 3.6 kg-N/

m3/d by means of increasing the concentrations

of nitrogen compounds (NH4+ and NO2) and

shortening the HRT as shown in Fig. 3. In

the first phase, NLRs were increased by
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increasing influent T-N concentrations

stepwise at a constant HRT of 23 h. Because

the reactor was initially at an ambient

temperature of about 25t, the anammox

biomass could not adapt well and had very

low activities. It took 24 days for the T-N

removal efficiency to progress from 19% to

78%. Subsequently, stable anammox activities

were maintained and average T-N removal

rates of 75% was observed even the influent

T-N concentration was increased to 400 mg/Z

(NLR of 0.4 kg-TN/m3/d). Moreover, the

removal efficiencies did not drop sharply

even when the T-N level was doubled. It was

concluded that increasing the NLRs by

increasing the influent T-N concentration

was not harmful to anammox treatment

performance. In phase II, TN levels were

kept stable and HRT was shortened to

increase the NLRs over about 120 days

operation. In the end, the NLR was increased

to 2.5 kg-TN/m3/d and the highest T-N

removal of 77% was achieved. Compared

with phase I, changing the NLR by shortening

the HRT resulted in more harmful influences

on anammox treatment performance. For

example, when the HRT was shortened from

11.5 h to 7.8 h and from 5.7 to 3.9 h, T-N

removal efficiencies decreased by 31% and

25%, respectively,

A relatively high influent T-N of 500 mg/l

was associated with unstable nitrogen

removal performances. N removal efficiencies

were diminished owing to the washout of

granular sludge, formed by the detached

anammox sludge, from day 210 to day 220.

Internal recycling was applied to mitigate

the problem on day 238. During this period,

the highest T-N removal efficiency of 81.3%

was achieved at a NLR of 3.6 kg-N/ms/d (TN

of 600 mg/Z, HRT of 3.9 h). In Fig. 4, TN

removal, nitrite removal and nitrate

production rates are shown, which are in

good agreement with the stoichiometric

equation of the anammox reaction (Eq. (1)).

Though the results are described on a mass

concentration basis, conversion to a mole

basis would yield the same results,

Nonwoven reactor For the nonwoven

reactor, NLRs were increased by the

combination of increasing the influent T-N

concentrations and shortening the HRT. Fig.

5 shows the changes in T-N loading and

removal rates for the nonwoven reactor. In

the first 2 weeks, T-N levels were increased

from about 50 mg/l to 100 mgfl at a HRT of

15 h, but only about 60% removal rates were

achieved. On day 40, the removal rates

Ammonium removal rate (kg-N/m /d)

Fig. 4 Relationship between ammonium removal rate, T-N removal rate, nitrite removal

rate and nitrate production rate

♦ T-N O Nitrite A Nitrate
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Fig. 5 Comparison of removal performances for Biofix and nonwoven reactor
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increased by over 70% when influent T-N

reached 270 mg/l at a HRT of 15 h. During

the following 220 days, the nonwoven reactor

always maintained high removal rates even

with NLRs of up to 4.0 kg-N/m3/d. However,

long time operations under high nitrogen

loading and high influent nitrite concentrations

had taken a harmful effect to the anammox

biomass in the nonwoven reactor. On day

259, the high strength made the T-N removal

efficiency suddenly decreased to 60.7% and

found that it was difficult to recover the

system removal performances in a short time

even reducing the NLRs to a relative low

level.

Comparing with the Biofix reactor, the

nonwoven reactor demonstrated a shorter

startup time and greater treatment stability

under a relatively high loading. For the

nonwoven reactor, startup was completed

successfully within 2-3 weeks and NLRs

could increase to 3.0 kg-N/m3/d within 4

months of operation with T-N removal rates

of about 75%. The relative high operation at
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temperature may mainly benefit for the

satisfactory performance of nonwoven reactor,

and the high total anammox biomass in

nonwoven reactor (52.4 g-TSS) stabilized the

removal performance comparing with Biofix

reactor. Moreover, the method of simultaneous

increasing in nitrogen concentration and

shortening HRT for nonwoven reactor

demonstrated to be a better treatment

performance than that obtained for Biofix

reactor. When the NLR reached 4.0 kg-N/

m3/d (TN of 650 mg/Z, HRT of 2 h), a high

T-N removal rate of 80.2% was observed.

EPS EPS assists in the formation of

microbial aggregates whether the biomass is

in suspended or biofilm states. EPS is thought

to support the metabolic cooperation among

cells in aggregate form. Moreover, it benefits

surface adhesion, cell aggregation in floes

and biofilms, stabilization of biofilm structure,

etc211. Fig. 6 shows a comparison of EPS

levels in anammox granular sludge and

attached biomass of the Biofix reactor. From

this figure, it is clear that protein was the

predominated component in the EPS of

anammox sludge. Furthermore, EPS levels

for granular sludge were almost two times

higher than those of attached biomass, which

suggests that high EPS levels would be

beneficial for the formation of granular

sludge.

Previously, most researchers reported that

polysaccharide was the most abundant

component EPS fraction22'. However, protein

and nucleic acid are also significant com

ponents in EPS and possibly the largest

fraction. Nielsen et al. and Dignac et al.

quantified the EPS composition of activated

sludge in different wastewater treatment

systems, and found that protein was

dominate23124). Laspidou and Rittmann

considered that due to the high content of

negatively charged amino acids, protein was

more involved than sugars in electrostatic

bonds with multivalent cations, a key factor

in stabilizing aggregate structure261. The other

significant function of extracellular protein is

as enzymes performing the digestion of

macromolecules and particulate material in

the microenvironment of embedded cells,

which could trap, bind, and concentrate

organic materials in close proximity to the

cells261. Extracellular enzymes are also

localized near the cells and could hydrolyze

the adsorbed organic materials. Wingender

and Hoffman considered that the proximity

of extracellular hydrolysis to the cells could

favor efficient inception of low-formula

hydrolysis products by reducing diffusion loss

of products to the surrounding water2125'. The

EPS levels of granular sludge in the two

reactors were also compared (Fig. 7). It was

demonstrated that extracellular protein was

the main fraction enabling the formation of

granular sludge according to the above

discussion. From this figure, it is evident

that the EPS level of the granular sludge in

the Biofix reactor was more than double that

of the nonwoven reactor, which suggests that

the granular sludge in the Biofix reactor

would probably have a more compact

structure.

SEM observation The SEM photos of

EPS Protein Potysaccharide Nucleic acid

Fig. 6 EPS comparison of granular and attached

biomass in Biofix reactor

U Granular sludge D Attached sludge

Pclysaccharidc

Fig. 7 EPS comparison of granular sludge in Biofix and

nonwoven reactor

■ Biofix reactor \P\ Nonwoven reactor
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the granular sludge in the Biofix reactor

show a high degree of compactness (Fig. 8

(a)). Each micro-element was tightly

integrated with other parts and there was

little interspace between them. However,

there existed a lot of branch-like micro-

structures on the surface of the granular

sludge in the nonwoven reactor and the

spaces between the micro units were larger

than those of the Biofix reactor. Based on the

SEM observation of the granular anammox

sludge of two reactors, it was concluded that

the micro-organization structure in the Biofix

reactor presented higher compactness than

those in nonwoven reactor. Fig. 9 shows the

SEM photos of the attached biomass on

Biofix materials. The micro-organization

structure exhibited sphericity in the

microcosmic point of view. This structure

may be formed with the shear forces caused

by the upward flow of gas bubbles and water

currents in the spaces between support

materials. The Biofix materials with its net-

type structure provided a favorable

environment for the attached biomass

allowing for effective contact with nutrients,

gas and water current.

DNA analysis Fig. 10 shows DGGE

photos of the nonwoven and Biofix reactors

operated at an NLR of 3.0 kg-N/m7d to 3.2

kg-N/m3/d. Samples were taken out of the

reactors from the bottom, middle and upper

parts and the granular sludge of the Biofix

reactor was also investigated. For the

nonwoven reactor, relative amounts of the

anammox bacterium KSU-1 strain27* exhibited

a decreasing tendency from top to bottom

parts, e.g, there was about 20% in the upper

and middle parts and only 15% in the bottom

part; while the anammox bacterium KU2

strain12' showed the reverse trend. For the

Biofix reactor, the KU2 strain was dominant

(a) BX (b) Nonwoven

Fig. 8 Comparison of surface condition of granular sludge

r.

v:%£
(a) (b)

Fig. 9 SEM photos of attached biomass on Biofix
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Upper Middle Bottom Batch 1 Batch2 KSU-I KU2 K.SU-1 KU2 Upper Middle Bottom Granular NB

Nl

N2
B2

(a) nonwoven (b) Biofix

Fig. 10 DGGE results of different parts in Nonwoven and Biofix reactors

Note: Line Batch 1 and Batch 2 mean the samples were taken from the upper and bottom

parts of Nonwoven reactor for batch experiment;

Line NB means the samples from bottom part of Nonwoven reactor just for comparing

and the four KU2 bands of the different

parts demonstrated almost identical

concentrations; while the KSU-1 concen

trations in the Biofix reactor showed much

lower levels relative to KU2; however, an

increasing trend from the bottom upward of

the KSU-1 strain could be distinguished

based on the thickness of the bands.

Since bands N2 and B2 are at almost the

same level, they were identified as Chloroflexi

belonging to the green non-sulfur bacteria

(AB113620, identity of 100%; AB113606,

identity of 100%). The Chloroflexi bacteria

are facultative anaerobes frequently found in

UASB reactors that are filamentous and

often associated with sludge granulation and

bulking. Recently this type of bacteria was

also found in a methane fermentation process

where it consumed the organic compounds in

the reactor. Due to its anaerobic respiration

metabolism, it was postulated that this

bacteria could consume nitrite or nitrate.

Band Nl mainly distributed at the bottom

with a high concentration. The sequence of

the band was matched to two kinds of

database entries, which had the same base

pair array, uncultured bacterium clone K4_33

(AY793665) and uncultured bacterium PHOS-

HE36 (AF314435). The sources of these

bacteria were lake sediment and an aerobic

phosphorus-removal ecosystem, respectively.

The sources of these bacteria with high

matches to this band were of both anaerobic

and aerobic conditions, thus band Nl was

thought to be a facultative bacteria or one

capable of metabolism under micro-aerobic

conditions, enabling it to consume the DO in

the influent. In addition, band Bl was

identified as a close match to the uncultured

bacterium PHOS-HE36 (identity of 97%,

accession: AF314435). This type of bacteria

could also consume the DO in the influent

and survive under the anaerobic and anoxic

conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS

Two column-type upflow anammox reactors

with different carrier materials showed high

nitrogen removal performances. In a Biofix

reactor, a TN removal efficiency of 81.3% was

observed with a NLR of 3.6 kg-N/m3/d at a

temperature of 25t, while for a nonwoven

reactor, a high TN removal efficiency of

86.3% was obtained even with a NLR of 4.0

kg-N/mVd. Comparing the levels of EPS in

the anammox granular sludge in two reactors,

it was found that protein was the dominant

fraction and the EPS content of anammox

granular sludge in the Biofix reactor was

almost three times higher than that in the

nonwoven reactor (28.4% versus 10.9%).

Based on the analysis of EPS and SEM

observation, the anammox granular sludge in

the Biofix reactor wa8 revealed to have a

more compact state than that in the nonwoven

reactor. The microstructure of anammox

sludge attached on the Biofix material

exhibited a spherical form in SEM photos,

which may be due to shear forces caused by

the upward flow of gas bubbles and water

through the support materials. DNA analyses

revealed four unknown sequences. Two DNA

bands were identified as Chloroflexi belonging

to the green non-sulfur bacteria, which have

the function of consuming nitrite or nitrate

in the reactor. One of these bands was

matched to two database entries of the

uncultured bacterium clone K4_33 (AY793665)

and the uncultured bacterium PHOS-HE36

(AF314435). The other band was identified as

a close match to the uncultured bacterium

PHOS-HE36 (identity of 97%, accession:

AF314435). All these bacteria can serve the

function of consuming DO in the influent,

thereby potentially assisting the anammox

microorganism to function under macro-

aerobic conditions.
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